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We explore the relations between Langford (2, m, 3m)-sequences on the one hand and 
complete and addtive permutations on the other. We consider in this context permutations with 
a certain “splitting” property and report on the results of some computer studies. 
1. Introduction 
Abrham and Kotzig noted in [l] that each extended Skolem sequence generates 
exactly one additive permutation, an extended Skolem sequence being a Skolem 
sequence with a zero element. Closely akin to Skolem sequences are the 
Langford sequences which we have considered previously in [4], see also [6]. We 
present here some further results on Langford sequences, considering them now 
in relation to both complete and additive permutations (for which see [l, 2,3,5]). 
We also examine in this context, the notion of permutations which “split”, as 
introduced in [3]. Finally, We report on our computer searches concerning this 
and some of our other results (an earlier version of this paper has already had 
influence in [2] as noted there). 
A permutation n of a finite set {pI, . . . , pn} is, of course, just a one-to-one 
function from the set to itself. We write permutations vectorially thus 
Jr = (JG(Pd9 . . . > dPn)h 
keeping to a standard ordering of the elements of the set; we make use of the 
usual vectorial sum and difference which this notation permits in circumstances 
where this makes sense, as with permutations of sets of integer (compare [2]). 
We are especially interested in permutations of the set of integers in absolute 
value at most m ; we denote the set of these permutations by S,,,; and we denote 
by e = e, the identity permutation S, in the standard form 
e=(-m,-m+l,..., 0 ,..., m-l,m). 
For jc in S,,,, 
(la) 
n = (Id(-m), n(-m + l), . . . , X(O), . . . ,7r(m - l), n(m)), (lb) 
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we introduce the negative NJC and the reverse Rn as follows: 
Nn = (-n(--m), --~d(-m + l), . . . , -n(O), . . . , -n(m - l), -n(m)); 
RJC = (--n(m), --Jd(m - l), . . . , -n(O), . . . , -n(-m + l), --Jd(-m)); 
these, along with the usual inverse Z JC = n-l, again belong to S,. 
It is also convenient to introduce notation for the vector sum and difference of 
n and e as in (1); thus we write 
A*Jc=n+e=(;n(-m)-m,n(-m+l)-m+l,..., n(O) ,..., 
7c(m-l)+m-l,Jc(m)+m); (2a) 
A;rd=n-e=(Jc(-m)+m,n(-m+l)+m-l,..., n(0) ,..., 
7c(m-1)-m+l,n(m)-mm). (2b) 
Of course, neither A*JC nor AJC need belong to S,. However, if n and An do 
both belong to S,, then we call it complete with complement Cn = N(JC - e). 
Similarly, if n and A*JC both belong to S,, then we call n additive with 
complement C*JC = N(n + e). Thus A is a bijection of the complete permutations 
in S,,, to the additive permutations; A* is the inverse bijection. Note also that N is 
an involution of S, taking complete permutations to additive permutations and 
additive permutations to complete permutations. Clearly complete and additive 
permutations in S, are equinumerous. 
Next, a Langford (s, m, n)-sequence is a family 5’ of sets 4 = {al(j), 
a*(j), . . . , u,(j)}, the positions of j, m =~j G n, with the properties 
(i) ai+l(j)=ui(j)+j+l, lsi<s; 
(ii) lJy_ q = {k :l<k<s(n+l-m)}. 
A Lungford sequence of separated type or L(m)-sequence is then a Langford 
(2, m, 3m)-sequence Y = { {uI( j), u2( j)} : m s j c 3m) such that 
(iii) l<u,(j)<2m+l; 2m + 2 < u2(j) S 4m + 2. 
Given an L(m)-sequence 2 = { {ul( j), u2( j)} : m s j G 3m}, it is easy to check 
that the following families are also L(m)-sequences; we denote these by Z&‘, 12 
and c.9, the correspondences discussed in the next section (see Proposition 1) 
suggesting this choice. 
(a) Z&Y?: (4m + 3 - u*(j), 4m + 3 -al(j)}, mSjS3m 
(b) i.9: {u,(4m -j) - 2m - 1, a,(4m -j) + 2m + l}, m G j s 3m 
(a) &: {ur(j*), u,*(j*)}, m G j* s 3m, where 
j* = 5m + 1 -j -u,(j), uXj*) = u,(j), ul(j*) = ur(j*) + 1+ j*. 
It may be noted that while i.9 can be the same as Z’, neither i&! nor & are ever 
the same as 2. 
We explore correspondences between some of these sequences in the next 
section. We have found Langford sequences somewhat easier to deal with in our 
computational studies; and these correspondences allow us to consider them in 
preference to permutations. 
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2. Correspondences 
If 3r is a complete permutation in S,, we may obtain an L(m)-sequence 
Z’ = { {ai(i), a&)} : m G j < 3m) by writing 
(3a) 
and then setting 
q(j) = m + 1+ k, a&) = 3m + 2 + n(k). (3b) 
Equally, these equations may be used to extract a complete permutation x from 
an L(m)-sequence 2. Thus we have a bijection L, say, from the complete 
permutations in S, to the L(m)-sequences where Ed and LJ-C = 9 are related 
through (3). 
Similarly there is a bijection L* from the additive permutations in S, to the 
L(m)-sequences where n and L*n are related through the equations 
j = 2m + x(k) + k, al(j) = m + 1 - k, a&) = 3m + 2 + n(k). (4) 
Comparison of (3) and (4) shows that if LJC = L*p then p = NRrc. 
The following proposition extends these correspondences to the various 
congeners of each type of object. The detailed verification is omitted being fairly 
straightforward. 
Proposition 1. (i) LJC = Z?Y if and only if L(ZRJC) = 2; 
L*n = Z&Y if and only if L*(Zz) = 9. 
(ii) LJG = 19 if and only if L(ZJ-C) = 9; 
L*Jc=f9ifundonly ifL*(RZn)=z. 
(iii) LJC = &f! if and only if L(cJ-c) = 9; 
L*n = & if and only if L*(C*n) = 9’. 
We schematize these relations amongst complete and additive permutations 
and L(m)-sequences in Fig. 1. 
These relations have some consequences for enumerative work. There are as 
many L(m)-sequences as there are complete (or additive) permutations in S, and 
this number is even (since &Z or & is never the same as 9); some numerical 
results are given in Table 2 for 1 <rn G 7. Further, there is no additive 
permutation of order 2 and no complete permutation n such that JG . Rn = e. On 
the other hand, there are as many complete permutations of order 2 in S, as 
there are additive permutations n such that JG . Rn = e; we give these numbers for 
1 G m G 7 in Table 2. 
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Fig. 1. Correspondenqes between permutations and Langford sequences. 
3. Composition 
Although the composition of two complete (resp. additive) permutations in S, 
need not be complete (resp. additive), this is naturally an interesting possibility: it 
is the subject of [2]. Indeed, there is some resemblance between Langford 
(s, m, n)-sequences for general s and the completely (or additively) compatible 
sets of permutations discussed in [2], even if it appears to be exact only for s = 2 
as in the previous section. Our next propositions sum up the situation as regards 
L(m)-sequences corresponding to an appropriate composition of permutations: 
we treat all 8 possible combinations (see Table l), showing that they come in two 
classes of four each, the outcomes within each class being equinumerous. 
Proposition 2. Let the L(m)-sequences Zi = {{a’,(j), a:(j)} : m <j < 3m}, i = 
1, 2, correspond to complete or additive permutations Xi in S,,, under the 
correspondences of the previous section; and let 55 = { {ul( j), a,(j)} : m c j c 3m) 
be the L(m)-sequence corresponding in this way to the composition JC,JG~, assumed 
also to be complete or additive. Further, let j* be determined by 
a:(j*) = a:(j) + u 
where u = u(j) is as given in Table 1 (column 3). Then 
a,( j* + u) = a:(j). 
(54 
(5b) 
Proof. Let rr correspond to the L(m)-sequence {{al(j), az(j)} : m G j c 3m) 
determined by (5). We show that in all cases n = ndln2 as claimed in Proposition 
2. 
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-j - 2af(j) + 4m + 2 
-j -2a:(j) + 4m + 2 
j - 2a:(j) + 2 
j - h:(j) + 2 
ai stands for an additive permutation, yi stands for a 
complete permutation. 
Now, from (3) or (4), we have 
ki = *(ai(RZ- 1)) Jdi(ki)=ji_2mfki, m~ji~3m, i=l,2, 
k3 = l (ai -m - l), x(k3)=j3-2mfk,, m<j,<3m, 
where in the notation of (5) 
j2 =j, j1 =j*, j3=j*+u; 
in each case the upper of the double signs applies when the permutation in 
question is complete and the lower in case it is additive. It follows that 
k3 = 
1 
k 2, xd2 and n both complete or both additive (cases 1,2,5,6); 
-kz, JG~ complete and n additive or vice versa (cases 3,4,7,8); 
and hence we find 
kl = 
( 
jz + a:(jJ - 3m - 1 = ndz(kz), cases 1,2,5,6; 
jz - a:(jJ - m + 1 = zrn,(-k,), cases 3,4,7,8. 
So in any case 
k, = n&Q. 
Therefore, in all cases, 
n(k,) = j3 + aI - 3m - 1 = j1 - 2m + ai - m - 1 = IdI( 
that is 
Jd(k) = ni(W = Jdi(M+)) = oak). 
This shows that n is indeed n1~2 as claimed. Cl 
Proposition 3. (i) The triples of permutations in each of cases 1, 2, 3 and 4 are 
equinumerous. 
(ii) The triples of permutations in each of cases 5, 6, 7 and 8 are equinumeroas. 
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Proof: If n = n1n2, then it is easy to check that 
n,(NRn,) = NRn, (6a) 
(NRnJ . NnTGZ = n. (6b) 
Using (6a), we see that there are, for example, as many triples in case 1 as in case 
2 or in case 3 as in case 4, since N converts complete permutations to additive 
ones and vice versa as note in Section 1. Similarly, from (6b), we may deduce 
amongst other things that the numbers of triples in cases 1 and 3 are the same. 
Hence, we have established part (i) of Proposition 3; and part (ii) follows from 
other applications of (6). Cl 
Information concerning the numbers of triples in the two classes of cases is 
presented in Table 2 for 1 <rn =s 6. The enumeration of triples of complete 
permutations, case 1, appears to be a significant open problem. However, as 
suggested by our data and as subsequently proved in [2] on the basis of this 
suggestion, the enumeration of triples of additive permutation is equivalent to the 
enumeration of additive (or complete) permutations. 
4. Splits 
We now turn to consider the notion of splits introduced in [3] which has proved 
useful in developing an arithmetic of complete permutations. A complete 
permutation ad in S,,, has a split at x if 
{i : In(i) - iI <x} = {j : In(j)1 <x, ljl <x} u {k: In( bx, Ikl~x}. 
For example, with x = 3 in the following complete permutation n: 
( 
-6, -5, -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
JC= 
> -6, -2, 0, -4, 3, 5, 1, -5, -3, -1, 6, 2, 4 ’ 
we obtain 
A = {i : In(i) - il <x} = { -6, -3, 0, 4, 6}, 
B = {j: In(i)1 <x, IA <x> = {O), 
C = {k: In( ax, Iklsx} = (-6, -3, 4, 6). 
We have A = B U C and thus we see n splits at 3. 
Not all complete permutations have splits but some split for more than one 
value of x. However, in all cases if a complete permutation n in S, does split at x, 
then (see [3]) 
m+2S3xS3m. 
Now, for L(m)-sequences there is an analogous notion, that a derived 
L,(m + l)-sequence. Given an L(m)-sequence {{a,(j), a*(j)} : m sj s 3m}, the 
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family of sets {aT(j’), a:(j’)} : m + 1 ~j’ s 3m + 3, is derived, where 
i 
al(j) a,(j)<m+2-x; 
a,*(j’) = 6(j) + 1, m+2-xSa,(j)<m+l+x; 
al(j) + 2, m + 1 +x C a,(j), 
i 
az(j) + 2, az(j)<3m+3-x; 
u2*( j’) = aa + 3, 3m+3-x6aZ(j)<3m+2+x; 
az(j)+4, 3m +2+xSa,(j). 
If this family is a Langford (2, m + 1, 3m + 3)-sequence of separated type except 
that a,*(j’) - ar(j’) - 1 does not take the values j’ = 2m + 2 f x in the range 
m + 1 <j’ 6 3m + 3, then we say that is a derived L,(m + l)-sequence. 
The following proposition connects this notion with that of a split as one might 
expect. We omit the proof. 
Proposition 4. Let n be a complete permutation in S,,, and let 3 = Ln be the 
corresponding L(m)-sequences. Then n has a split at x if and only if 6p has a 
derived L,(m + 1)-sequence. 
We have found this proposition useful in searching for complete permutations 
with splits; see Table 2 for numerical information for 1 s m < 6 (this supplements 
the information in [3]). 
5. Computer search 
We have made several computer searches in connection with these studies. 
Rather than search for permutations directly, our computer program is designed 
so that, after finding L(m)-sequences, it converts them into permutations. We 
have found that this method greatly saves search time. Our numerical results are 
summarized in Table 2. 
Table 2. Numbers of permutations and triples of permutations in S,,,. 
( y: complete permutation; CY: additive permutation. The figures 
comprise the cases where a; = CY, and y, = yj.) 
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